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The impact of disasters and crises on agriculture and food security: 2021
Food & Agriculture Org. On top of a decade of exacerbated disaster loss, exceptional global heat, retreating ice and rising sea levels, humanity and our food security face a range of
new and unprecedented hazards, such as megaﬁres, extreme weather events, desert locust swarms of magnitudes previously unseen, and the COVID-19 pandemic. Agriculture
underpins the livelihoods of over 2.5 billion people – most of them in low-income developing countries – and remains a key driver of development. At no other point in history has
agriculture been faced with such an array of familiar and unfamiliar risks, interacting in a hyperconnected world and a precipitously changing landscape. And agriculture continues
to absorb a disproportionate share of the damage and loss wrought by disasters. Their growing frequency and intensity, along with the systemic nature of risk, are upending
people’s lives, devastating livelihoods, and jeopardizing our entire food system. This report makes a powerful case for investing in resilience and disaster risk reduction – especially
data gathering and analysis for evidence informed action – to ensure agriculture’s crucial role in achieving the future we want.

Parentology
Everything You Wanted to Know about the Science of Raising Children but Were Too
Exhausted to Ask
Simon and Schuster An award-winning scientist oﬀers his unorthodox approach to childrearing: “Parentology is brilliant, jaw-droppingly funny, and full of wisdom…bound to change
your thinking about parenting and its conventions” (Amy Chua, author of Battle Hymn of the Tiger Mother). If you’re like many parents, you might ask family and friends for advice
when faced with important choices about how to raise your kids. You might turn to parenting books or simply rely on timeworn religious or cultural traditions. But when Dalton
Conley, a dual-doctorate scientist and full-blown nerd, needed childrearing advice, he turned to scientiﬁc research to make the big decisions. In Parentology, Conley hilariously
reports the results of those experiments, from bribing his kids to do math (since studies show conditional cash transfers improved educational and health outcomes for kids) to
teaching them impulse control by giving them weird names (because evidence shows kids with unique names learn not to react when their peers tease them) to getting a vasectomy
(because fewer kids in a family mean smarter kids). Conley encourages parents to draw on the latest data to rear children, if only because that level of engagement with kids will
produce solid and happy ones. Ultimately these experiments are very loving, and the outcomes are redemptive—even when Conley’s sassy kids show him the limits of his profession.
Parentology teaches you everything you need to know about the latest literature on parenting—with lessons that go down easy. You’ll be laughing and learning at the same time.

U.S. Army Special Operations In World War II [Illustrated Edition]
Pickle Partners Publishing Illustrated with 11 maps and 35 Illustrations From the plains of Europe to the jungles of the Paciﬁc, the U.S. Army in World War II employed a variety of
commando and guerrilla operations to harass the Axis armies, gather intelligence, and support the more conventional Allied military eﬀorts. During the Allied invasion of northern
France on D-day, elite American infantry scaled the sheer cliﬀs of the Normandy coast, while smaller combat teams and partisans struck deep behind German lines, attacking enemy
troop concentrations and disrupting their communications. On the other side of the globe, U.S. soldiers led guerrillas against Japanese patrols in the jungles of the Philippines and
pushed through uncharted paths in the rugged mountains of northern Burma to strike at the enemy rear. Special operations such as these provided some of the most stirring
adventure stories of the war, with innumerable legends growing from the exploits of Darby’s and Rudder’s Rangers, Merrill’s Marauders, the Jedburghs, the guerrillas of the
Philippines, and the Kachins of northern Burma. Despite the public and historical attention paid to the exploits of American special operations forces in World War II, their
signiﬁcance remains a matter of dispute. Both during and after the conﬂict, many oﬃcers argued that such endeavors contributed little in a war won primarily by conventional
combat units. They perceived little, if any, place for such units in oﬃcial Army doctrine. Yet others have contended that a broader, more intelligent use of special operations would
have hastened the triumph of Allied arms during World War II. In their eyes, the experience gained by the U.S. Army in the ﬁeld during the war was important and foreshadowed the
shape of future military operations.

Expo '77
University Press Llc

Water use in livestock production systems and supply chains. Guidelines for
assessment
Version 1
Food & Agriculture Org. The Technical Advisory Group (TAG) for Water Use Assessment, composed by 30 international experts, has developed guidelines on water footprinting for
livestock supply chains. The mandate of the Water TAG was to provide recommendations to monitor the environmental performance of feed and livestock supply chains over time so
that progress towards improvement targets can be measured; apply the guidelines for feed and water demand of small ruminants, poultry, large ruminants and pig supply chains;
build on and go beyond the existing FAO LEAP guidelines; and pursue alignment with relevant International Organization for Standardization (ISO) standards, speciﬁcally ISO 14040,
ISO 14044 (ISO, 2006b and 2006a) and ISO 14046 (ISO, 2014). The guidelines on water use assessment include the impact assessment: the assessment of the environmental
performance related to water use of a livestock-related system by assessing potential environmental impacts of blue water consumption following the water scarcity footprint
according to the framework provided by ISO 14046 (ISO, 2014); and the assessment of the system’s productivity of green and blue water. The guidelines are thus intended to
support the optimization of use of water resources and the identiﬁcation of opportunities to decrease the potential impacts of water use in livestock production. The Water TAG
guidance is relevant for livestock production systems, including feed production from croplands and grasslands, and production and processing of livestock products (cradle-togate). It addresses all livestock production systems and livestock species considered in existing LEAP animal guidelines: poultry, pig, small ruminant and large ruminant supply
chains.

Handbook of Research-Based Practices for Educating Students with Intellectual
Disability
Routledge The Handbook of Research-Based Practices for Educating Students with Intellectual Disability provides an integrated, transdisciplinary overview of research-based
practices for teaching students with intellectual disability. This comprehensive volume emphasizes education across life stages, from early intervention in schools through the
transition to adulthood, and highlights major educational and support needs of children and youth with intellectual disability. The implications of history, recent research, and
existing information are positioned to systematically advance new practices and explore promising possibilities in the ﬁeld. Driven by the collaboration of accomplished, nationally
recognized professionals of varied approaches and philosophies, the book emphasizes practices that have been shown to be eﬀective through multiple methodologies, so as to help
readers select interventions based on the evidence of their eﬀectiveness.

African Indigenous Knowledge and the Disciplines
Springer This text explores the multidisciplinary context of African Indigenous Knowledge Systems from scholars and scholar activists committed to the interrogation, production,
articulation, dissemination and general development of endogenous and indigenous modes of intellectual activity and praxis. The work reinforces the demand for the decolonization
of the academy and makes the case for a paradigmatic shift in content, subject matter and curriculum in institutions in Africa and elsewhere – with a view to challenging and
rejecting disinformation and intellectual servitude. Indigenous intellectual discourses related to diverse disciplines take center stage in this volume with a focus on education,
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mathematics, medicine, chemistry and engineering in their historical and contemporary context.

Science Education
An International Course Companion
Springer "This book comprises a wide range of scholarly essays introducing readers to key topics and issues in science education. Science education has become a well established
ﬁeld in its own right, with a vast literature, and many active areas of scholarship. Science Education: An International Course Companion oﬀers an entry point for students seeking a
sound but introductory understanding of the key perspectives and areas of thinking in science education. Each account is self-contained and oﬀers a scholarly and researchinformed introduction to a particular topic, theme, or perspective, with both citations to key literature and recommendations for more advanced reading. Science Education: An
International Course Companion allows readers (such as those preparing for school science teaching, or seeking more advanced specialist qualiﬁcations) to obtain a broad familiarity
with key issues across the ﬁeld as well as guiding wider reading about particular topics of interest. The book therefore acts as a reader to support learning across courses in science
education internationally. The broad coverage of topics is such that that the book will support students following a diverse range of courses and qualiﬁcations. The comprehensive
nature of the book will allow course leaders and departments to nominate the book as the key reader to support students – their core ‘course companion’ in science education."

Education Law, Strategic Policy and Sustainable Development in Africa
Agenda 2063
Springer This book outlines the ﬁndings and suggestions of the Law and Society Association’s International Research Collaborations, which focused on the African Union’s Agenda
2063. This outlined the ideal Africa aspired to by the year 2063: ‘the Africa we want’. The authors examine socio-economic rights issues and their impact on developing a strong
educational agenda that can drive Africa to realize Agenda 2063. As Africa’s development has remained slow in the face of many challenges, the need to embrace good governance,
rule of law and human rights obligations are major tools to realize the continent’s potential. The project focuses in particular on the central place of education law and policy in
achieving the goals of Agenda 2063.

Ecocriticism
Routledge Ecocriticism explores the ways in which we imagine and portray the relationship between humans and the environment in all areas of cultural production, from Wordsworth
and Thoreau through to Google Earth, J.M. Coetzee and Werner Herzog's Grizzly Man. Greg Garrard's animated and accessible volume traces the development of the movement and
explores its key concepts, including: pollution, wilderness, apocalypse, dwelling, animals, and earth. Featuring a newly rewritten chapter on animal studies, and considering queer
and postcolonial ecocriticisms and the impact of globalisation, this fully updated second edition also presents a glossary of terms and suggestions for further reading in print and
online. Concise, clear, and authoritative. Ecocriticism oﬀers the ideal introduction to this crucial subject for students of literary and cultural studies.

Stepping Up Skills in Urban Ghana
Snapshot of the STEP Skills Measurement Survey
World Bank Publications The Skills Toward Employment and Productivity (STEP) Survey is an initiative of the World Bank in cooperation with other development partners and
nongovernmental agencies and carried out in more than 14 countries globally. In Ghana, the ﬁrst phase of the survey focusing on adults in urban communities was carried out in
cooperation with the University of Ghana’s Institute of Statistical, Social, and Economic Research (ISSER), the Ministry of Education, the Council for Technical and Vocational
Education and Training (COTVET), and the Ghana Statistical Service (GSS).

The World of Science Education
Handbook of Research in Science Education in Sub-Saharan Africa
Brill Each volume in the 7-volume series The World of Science Education reviews research in a key region of the world. These regions include North America, South and Latin America,
Asia, Australia and New Zealand, Europe and Israel, North Africa and the Middle East, and Sub-Saharan Africa. The focus of this Handbook is on research in science education in
mostly former British colonies in Sub-Saharan Africa and the scholarship that most closely support this program. The reviews of the research situate what has been accomplished
within a given ﬁeld in Sub-Saharan Africa rather than an international context. The purpose therefore is to articulate and exhibit regional networks and trends that produced speciﬁc
forms of science education. The thrust lies in identifying the roots of research programs and sketching trajectories - focusing the changing faCade of problems and solutions within
regional contexts. The approach allows readers to review what has been done and accomplished, what is missing and what might be done next.

Harvest of Corruption
An International Perspective on Disasters and Children's Mental Health
Springer This book provides a broad international perspective on the psychological trauma faced by children and adolescents exposed to major disasters, and on the local public
health response to their needs. An outstanding quality of the book is that it draws upon the experience of local researchers, clinicians, and public mental health practitioners who
dedicated themselves to these children in the wake of overwhelming events. The chapters address exemplary responses to a wide variety of trauma types, including severe weather,
war, industrial catastrophes, earthquakes, and terrorism. Because disasters do not recognize geographic, economic, or political boundaries, the chapters have been selected to
reﬂect the diverse global community’s attempt to respond to vulnerable children in the most challenging times. The book, thus, examines a diverse range of healthcare systems,
cultural settings, mental health infrastructure, government policies, and the economic factors that have played an important role in responses to traumatic events. The ultimate
goal of this book is to stimulate future international collaborations and interventions that will promote children’s mental health in the face of disaster.

Pan Africanism, Regional Integration and Development in Africa
Springer Nature This edited volume addresses the accomplishments, prospects and challenges of regional integration processes on the African continent. Since regional integration is
a process that ebbs and ﬂows according to a wide range of variables such as changing political and economic conditions, implications and factors derived from the vagaries of
migration and climate change, it is crucial to be cognizant with how these variables impact regional integration initiatives. The contributors discuss the debates on Pan-Africanism
and linking it with ongoing discourses and policies on regional integration in Africa. Other aspects of the book contain some of the most important topic issues such as migration,
border management and the sustainable development goals. This content oﬀers readers fresh and innovative perspectives on various aspects of sustainable development and
regional growth in Africa.

Getting Straight A's
Lyle Stuart Discusses basic study skills and suggests methods for taking notes, writing term papers, and preparing for tests

The History of Education in Ghana
From the Earliest Times to the Declaration of Independance
Routledge Published in the year 1971, The History of Education in Ghana is a valuable contribution to the ﬁeld of History.

My Transition Hours
Ezekiel Press In March 2015, President Goodluck Ebele Jonathan made one of those courageous and insightful decisions when he stepped forward to acknowledge he had lost his reelection bid. Through that single stroke, President Jonathan raised the bar on oﬃce holders in his country and across Africa. This publication is a compilation of President Goodluck
Jonathan's leadership prowess at the helm. It is also a vivid testimony of yet another real life lesson to oﬃce holders across this continent of budding democracies-there is life after
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state House! -Dr. CHRISTOPHER FOMUNUNYOH, Senior Associate for Africa, National Democratic Institute (NDI), USA

African Indigenous Knowledge and the Sciences
Journeys into the Past and Present
Springer This book is an intellectual journey into epistemology, pedagogy, physics, architecture, medicine and metallurgy. The focus is on various dimensions of African Indigenous
Knowledge (AIK) with an emphasis on the sciences, an area that has been neglected in AIK discourse. The authors provide diverse views and perspectives on African indigenous
scientiﬁc and technological knowledge that can beneﬁt a wide spectrum of academics, scholars, students, development agents, and policy makers, in both governmental and nongovernmental organizations, and enable critical and alternative analyses and possibilities for understanding science and technology in an African historical and contemporary
context.

Re-Visioning Education in Africa
Ubuntu-Inspired Education for Humanity
Springer This book presents the case for a conceptual and pragmatic revolution of Africa’s formal educational systems. Using the context of Ubuntu-inspired education, the authors
explore innovative ways to tackle the challenges faced by governments from the local and national level and beyond. Along the way, the editors and their contributors examine
important policy questions to encourage fresh thinking on ways to improve the educational system and, in turn, to buoy the development of the region as a whole.

Food Prices and Political Instability
International Monetary Fund We examine the eﬀects that variations in the international food prices have on democracy and intra-state conﬂict using panel data for over 120 countries
during the period 1970-2007. Our main ﬁnding is that in Low Income Countries increases in the international food prices lead to a signiﬁcant deterioration of democratic institutions
and a signiﬁcant increase in the incidence of anti-government demonstrations, riots, and civil conﬂict. In the High Income Countries variations in the international food prices have
no signiﬁcant eﬀects on democratic institutions and measures of intra-state conﬂict. Our empirical results point to a signiﬁcant externality of variations in international food prices
on Low Income Countries' social and political stability.

Building Better Armies: An Insider's Account of Liberia
Contribution to the Development of National and Regional Qualiﬁcations Frameworks
(NQFs/RQF) in ECOWAS Sub-region
Regional Analysis and Perspectives
Patterns of Democracy
Yale University Press Examining 36 democracies from 1945 to 2010, this text arrives at conclusions about what type of democracy works best. It demonstrates that consensual systems
stimulate economic growth, control inﬂation and unemployment, and limit budget deﬁcits.

EC Trade Policies Towards Associated Developing Countries
Barriers to Success
Eﬀective Teaching Methods
Research-Based Practice
Pearson College Division In a conversational style, this market-leading text shows how to apply eﬀective, realistic, research-based teaching practices in today's heterogeneous
classrooms. Eﬀective Teaching Methods: Research-Based Practice, 8/E, prepares teachers to meet the many challenges presented by the changing face of the American school and
classroom teaching today-and discover the opportunities for professional growth and advancement those changes provide. The content presented is the direct result of years of
research and observation of eﬀective teaching practices in actual classrooms. These are the experiences of real teachers in real classroom, showing teachers both what to do to
meet today's teaching challenges, and how to do it. The 8th edition provides readers with new coverage of important topics including Multiple Intelligences, professional learning
communities, working with parents, and standardized testing. A new chapter on Technology Integration includes information on 21st century learning technologies, why teaching
with technology is important, and assessing technology integration as well as its eﬀectiveness. Video-Enhanced Pearson eText. Included in this package is access to the new VideoEnhanced eText for Eﬀective Teaching Methods exclusively from Pearson. The Video-Enhanced Pearson eText is: Engaging. Full-color online chapters include dynamic videos that
show what course concepts look like in real classrooms, model good teaching practice, and expand upon chapter concepts. Over 29 video links, chosen by our authors and other
subject-matter experts, are embedded right in context of the content you are reading Convenient. Enjoy instant online access from your computer or download the Pearson eText
App to read on or oﬄine on your iPad and Android tablets.* Interactive. Features include embedded video, note taking and sharing, highlighting and search. Aﬀordable. Experience
all these advantages of the Video-Enhanced eText along with all the beneﬁts of print for 40% to 50% less than a print bound book. *The Pearson eText App is available for free on
Google Play and in the App Store.* Requires Android OS 3.1 -- 4, a 7" or 10" tablet or iPad iOS 5.0 or newer

AmGov
Long Story Short
CQ Press All the fundamentals. No ﬂuﬀ. Learn more with less! A truly revolutionary American Government textbook, Christine Barbour’s AmGov: Long Story Short, responds to the
needs of today’s students and instructors through brevity and accessibility. The succinct ten chapters are separated by tabs that make it easy to skim, ﬂip, revisit, reorient, and
return to content quickly. Reading aids like bullets, annotations and arrows walk students through important facts and break up the material in short, engaging bites of information
that highlight not only what is important but why it’s important. Though brief, this core book is still robust enough to provide everything that students need to be successful in their
American Government course. Whether for the on-the-go student who doesn’t have time to read and digest a lengthy chapter, or the instructor who wants a book that will stay out
of their way and leave room for plenty of supplementary reading and activities, AmGov provides a perfectly simpliﬁed foundation for a successful American Government course.

Design and Development of Expert Systems and Neural Networks
Prentice Hall This book gives readers and practitioners the tools they need to develop appropriate applications and systems. It also explores managing and institutionalizing expert
system development and usage.

African Political Systems
Daily Language Review Grade 5
Evan Moor Educational Publishers This book includes Monday to Friday lessons for each day of a 36-week school year and short daily lessons. The Monday to Thursday lessons include
two sentences to edit, including corrections in punctuation, capitalization, spelling, grammar, and vocabulary and three items practicing a variety of language and reading skills.
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Friday practice cycles through ﬁve formats: language usage, identifying and correcting mistakes, combining sentences, choosing reference materials and ﬁgurative speech (similes,
metaphors). The pages are reproducible and the book includes a skills list and answer keys.

Faceless
Sub-Saharan Pub & Traders Street life in the slums of Accra is realistically portrayed in this socially-commited, subtle novel about four educated women who are inspired by the plight
of a 14-year old girl, Fofo. As the main characters convert their library center into a practical street initiative, the novel invokes the squalor, health risks, and vicious cycles of
poverty and violence that drive children to the streets and women to prostitution; and, from which, ultimately, no one in the society is free.

Curriculum Landscapes and Trends
Guinea-Bissau
Micro-State To 'Narco-State'
Since 1998 Guinea-Bissau has suﬀered a series of coups which outside analysts have linked to its emergence as West Africa's ﬁrst "narco-state". Yet what does this mean for the
country and the nature of the state in postcolonial Africa? What links Guinea-Bissau's instability with questions ofwider regional and global security? What would a stable
government look like in Guinea-Bissau, and what are the conditions for its achievement?The book constitutes the ﬁrst synthetic attempt to grasp the consequences of the crisis in
Guinea-Bissau. It ﬁlls a void in scholarship and policy analysis with a synthesis of both what has happened in the country and the wider implications for postcolonial African nationbuilding. With thecurrent crisis in Mali, and rising interest among geopolitical actors in the region's stability, the contributors oﬀer timely reﬂections on the causes and
consequences of instability in one of Africa's most fragile states. Together they demonstrate how the undermining of the ideologicalconstruction of post-colonial African states
derives from the historical fragilities and geopolitical conﬂicts which are acted out there. This is also the last book that Patrick Chabal, a signiﬁcant scholar in contemporary political
theory related to Africa, worked on.

State Orange Book 2018
Policy Priorities for States and Territories
Serving Smallholder Farmers
Recent Developments in Digital Finance
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